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Editorial
So, here we are with our second Holiday issue – where has the year gone? Despite being a few
days late because of some technical troubles and that dreaded thing called "real-life" I think
we've managed to bring you a really great Christmas treat to end the year of 2010.
The theme is Christmas In Canada – and our magazine this time is about 95% Canadian
content, and features some wonderful talents! The amazing and totally wonderful MATT
DUSK – I am beyond thrilled to have Matt on the cover, and thank him with all my heart for
taking the time to chat with us here.
Then there are fabulous interviews with three great authors, our own Doctor Kelly is wearing her
author hat for this issue, too – and I'm proud to announce that she's given us an exclusive sneak
peek at her present work in progress… it looks like a good one, too! Also, XoXo Publishing™
author Carl De Gasperis gives his first interview to us, and you'll get a sneak peek at his coauthored début book Sex It Up! Please – Carl's partner on this book has given us an interview,
as well – the talented and lovely Brianna Martini.
The great people at Pretty Valley Country Inn resort in Ontario have also chatted with us,
and given us permission to show you their gorgeous resort – which is an all-season getaway well
worth exploring!
We have a few select recipes for the Holidays that are simple and festive, as well as a short story.
Check out the ad for Jimmy Thomas's mega-sexy calendar, which is available for order right
now… a perfect gift for the lady on your gift list, gentlemen!
ALL photos in this issue are used with permission, and copyrighted to the artists and the Pretty
Valley Country Inn.
Thank you, as always, for your on-going support and continued interest in the magazine. We will
be back in February with our annual Valentine Special – this year we are featuring an allexclusive look at Canadian publishing house XoXo Publishing™ and their fine authors. Our
regular issue will be along first week of March, 2011.
Enjoy – and the happiest of Holidays to all of you from Sensual Treats Magazine.

Denysé & Heather
Owners/Editors

Pretty River Valley Country Inn

Thank you for the opportunity to tell you about our Inn. I have responded to your
specific questions. Please let us know if we can provide you with any other
information.
The Inn is fortunate to be a four season destination. Whether snowboarding at Blue Mountain or
trudging past the Reindeer pen on Snowshoes, whether golfing at a world class course, hiking
the Bruce Trail or curled up with a good book by the salt water swimming pool, whether
attending a mid week corporate retreat or having girlfriends only “pyjama party” the Pretty
River Valley Country Inn is the place to stay during all four seasons of the year!

With the arrival of Scandinave Spa Blue Mountain 15 minutes away, our guests flock to the Spa
to enjoy an “age-old Finnish tradition of outdoor Scandinave Baths, the Finnish Sauna,
eucalyptus steam bath and a cool off in the icy plunge. As a lodging member partner we are
fortunate to be able to offer “Spa Specials” to our guests during all seasons to introduce guests to
this world class venue.
We have had the pleasure of welcoming honeymooners, providing a venue for small weddings
and also being attractive to Tourists from around the world. With Wasaga Beach the longest
fresh water white sand public beach in the world 20 minutes away this area has something for
everyone.
We welcome corporate guests who enjoy the exclusivity of the entire Inn. With a boardroom that
seats 16 comfortably and break out areas the Inn is very conducive for Team Building retreats.
We offer an onsite “Team Building” session using our Icelandic Horses to assist in facilitating
change (EAPD) Equine Assisted Professional Development.

Being one of Ontario’s Finest Inns we must adhere to a vetting process to ensure a level of
service, decor & cleanliness. Our Inn has a relaxed ambience that allows our guests to put their
feet up in front of the wood burning fireplaces and feel at “Home” in our environment.
Canadiana furniture and accessories from this area make up most of the welcoming decor. The
Log Great Room is a great spot for gathering for that glass of wine (BYO) when we have multiple
guests who are touring together.
The biggest attraction of the Inn I think is it’s tranquility. We are perched on the Niagara
Escarpment a Unesco World Biosphere Reserve boasting a spectacular view of the Pretty River
Valley Provincial Park with no sign of civilisation yet only 10 minutes from Collingwood and the

amenities such as wireless to keep people connected to the outside world.

We are blessed with like minded organic growers and two “one hundred mile stores” allowing us
to source as much as we can from our neighbours. This is allowing us to reduce our carbon
footprint regarding travelling great distances while ensuring our guests have access to breakfasts
that our wholesome and delicious.

Pretty River Valley Country Inn
529744 Sideroad 30-31
RR#1
Nottawa, Ontario
L0M 1P0
www.prettyriverinn.com
705 445-7598
Member of Ontario's Finest Inns

Living A Frugal Life
As the title of my article states, being frugal truly is a way of living, not just one area of
it. Many times someone may start out counting pennies in the area of groceries or
cutting back on their utilities, but once you see how much you can save every month you
just may get bitten by the frugal bug. I know I was.
As a single, work-at-home mother for the past seven years I’ve had to learn to budget
not only my finances, but my time as well. Instead of feeling like I was getting the short
end of the stick after my divorce, I chose to feel eager and excited about my life. Cutting
corners and saving as much as I possibly can has become both a habit and a passion of
mine.
How has my life changed now that I’m a frugal zealot? Here are just a few examples of
how cutting back can really make life richer.
I moved out of a 2500 square foot two story home and into one roughly half the size.
This saves me $200 a month in rent, plus the utilities are lower. It’s in a better
neighborhood and we beautiful trees and bushes on our property—which is a rarity in
Tucson. If I had had the same amount of money I did years ago, I would still be in that
bigger home trying to keep up with the Jones'.
Each of my bills has been cut in half, if not more. For example, my electric bill is half as
much as it was last year at this same time.
My grocery bill is $300 per month for a family of three, and this includes toiletries and
pet food and supplies. This includes plenty of fresh fruits and vegetables, meats, whole
grains, and other healthy foods. Buying all the prepackaged garbage is what eats into the
food budget a lot of times. I still eat out about once a week, but I'll go on a website like
RetailMeNot.com and find a good coupon to a local restaurant.
For phone service I use a Cricket cell phone and have their “$35 All In” plan. I get
unlimited everything, all the time. You can't beat that, especially when I was paying $50
a month for phone service before and it was just a home phone. I can take my cell

everywhere I go.
Sending away for freebies is another frugal pastime. I can try many new products on the
market for free. In fact, I have so many free samples of shampoo, conditioner, and lotion
I won't need to buy any for a very long time. And these are all good, brand-name
products, not dollar store knock-offs.
Instead of traditional cable that used to cost me $65 a month or more, we now use
Netflix. It's only $8 per month, has a ton of movies and TV shows, no commercials, and
I can watch it at my convenience.
Having Internet at home is a must since my income comes from freelance writing. With
kids in college who need to do research and homework as well, there’s no way we would
want to omit this service from our lives. I went through a local company and get Internet
for $25 a month for 12 months then $45 a month after that.
These are just some of the ways I’ve cut back without feeling poor. Over the years, trying
to get the best deals and saving as much money as possible actually gives me an
adrenaline rush! I’m sure other frugal living lovers know the feeling. In fact, now I can
afford vacations a couple times per year. If I had kept up my old ways of spending this
wouldn't be possible.
Make frugal living one of your New Year's resolutions. You'll discover how fun it actually
is and how much better your life can be with less junk and more money.
Happy Holidays!
Kelly
Psychic Readings By Dr. Kelly
**Special Offer! Buy a 12 month psychic reading and save $10! Find out what 2011 will
bring your way. What good things are coming? What negative things can you avoid?
What opportunities await you? Contact me today! Dr.Kelly@ymail.com

Matt Dusk
A chat with one of Canada's finest musicians, and all-round wonderful guy!
The following is the official biography from Matt's website – www.mattdusk.com – and
is used with permission here.

There are swingers and then there is Matt Dusk - a singer, songwriter, producer, arranger and
fervent jazz-pop musicologist blessed with the perfect name ... for his spirit truly comes out as
night approaches and concert audience await. The Canada-native and Juno Award nominee has
spent most of his career reanimating the great American songbook alongside some of his own
more quirky pop creations. He scored a gold album with his debut CD Two Shots and a charttopping adult contemporary (AC) single there with "All About Me." Matt even scored a #1 single
in Japan with "Back in Town" - the first male jazz singer to ever top the pop chart there.
For his third major label release, Dusk has come up with an amazingly novel approach to
assembling the perfect pop album - a fool-proof stroke of shape-shifting, era-leaping, crosscontinental aural electricity that he's titled Good News. On this vibrant and riveting collection,
time does not stand still ... it dances with ever changing partners - from Motown to Euro-synth,
from big band ballroom to quadruple guitar blitzkrieg - within a cavalcade of hit songs from
'round the globe interpreted in a fusion of sonic styles as dizzying as they are dazzling.

"I decided to adopt an old school pop music mentality," mad musical scientist Dusk confesses.
"The difference between the music business of today and of yesterday is that it used to be run by
song publishing companies. They'd put a song out, several singers recorded it, and one
artist/arrangement would eventually reign supreme. What I decided to do is find some of the
biggest chart-topping contemporary pop hits from other countries that have never been heard
outside of their territory and re-record them in my style. How many times do you have a 1-hit
wonder in one country that's never been released in another? I'm not reinventing the wheel
here. This is precisely the way the industry worked from about 1920-1970. The simplicity of it is
what makes the music communicate so beautifully. It's funny ... in jazz, you can get away with
this, but if Britney Spears did it, she'd be crucified!"
The process of making Good News took a year
and a half, but Dusk greatly benefitted from
today's technological shorthand of the Internet
and MP3 hard drives. "We started in December
'07," he explains. "Everything from song selection
to production centered 'round me being
completely neurotic! I am not exaggerating when
I tell you that I went through, like, 1,700 songs combing Websites country by country for
Billboard charts then finding YouTube links
where I could listen to a verse/chorus of any song
I was interested in. I went through so many song
histories looking for very specific tunes that
moved me. I was thinking about my audience how I wanted them to feel at my concerts. You'll
notice an abundance of background sing-a-longs
on the choruses. That harks back to one era while
the music harks to another, and the
language/lingo is from yet another still. I look at
it as a musical buffet. The music is loaded with
variety but what holds it all together is my vocal
delivery."
The resulting 12-song album, which also includes a few all-original pieces, reflects Dusk's finetoothed quest for fun, hooky songs that no one would expect a cat raised on Sinatra to sing.
"Another part of the process was that for three weeks, I got my knap sack and travelled around
Europe meeting and collaborating with different writers. One guy I wound up writing two or
three songs with kept playing me stuff that wasn't what I was looking for. Finally I convinced
him to just hand over his hard drive so I could go through and pick what I wanted. The next day
when he saw what I'd selected, he said, 'I never would have pitched that to you. "I said, 'Exactly!'
That was the fun of this record - the discovery."
The selections move from the big and beat-y finger-snapper "Feel Good" to the laidback breakup reflection "It's Not That Easy" to the '60s ditty-bop 911 call for a love rescue titled "Operator
Please."
Pondering whether he chose songs based on liking them as they were or more for the potential
he heard for him to take them to another level, Dusk says, "A bit of both. I'm more an
arranger/producer than musician ... always thinking of how we can tweak sounds and

instrumentation to beef up a song. For instance, I wanted 'On Vacation' to have a kind of Kelly
Clarkson 'Since You've Been Gone' feel to it - where you have three layers of distortion guitar in
the choru ... something you would never have with a big band in the background ... taking the
song that next level of intensity and girth. 'It Can Only Get Better' is similar in that the original
version I heard was a piano vocal thing. A buddy suggested we turn it into something like 'Fix
You' by Coldplay which starts the same way then builds to a guitar wars thing with 19 layer wall
of sound of guitar. I like to listen to music loud, so I made the kind of record you want to crank
and have fun!"
Among the highlights of those unearthed and re-imagined gems is the first single/video/title
track "Good News." Recalling the happy madness of making the video and the spontaneity he
loves to bring to most situations, Dusk shares, "It was a 2-day shoot with a bunch of friends and
a young director. I made it like a real party - everybody was hammered. At some point,
somebody hauled out a guitar. Now I can't play guitar, but I grabbed it and made an ass out of
myself on camera because I wanted to show that it really doesn't matter. It's about the moment
and not taking yourself so-so-serious."

Beyond the music and arrangements, there is a lot of lyrical magic within these deceptively
simple songs. Within the straight ahead 4 on the floor beat of "Don't Hate On Me" are the
memorable lines, "We're the right train runnin' on the wrong track" / Don't blame it on you
don't blame it on me / Don't blame it on the trip it had no guarantees / This is the day this is the
time don't hate on me." Then there's the irresistible frothy "Love Attack" over which a vampy
synthesizer pulse come the lines, "Like a drug you take me higher / Intoxicate me with desire /
No escape or run for cover / Something tells me that I've got to watch my back / I think I'm

under love attack!" I live for stuff like this,' Dusk enthuses. "Jukka Immonen sent me this song
with a whole different lyric - a girl singing over this Euro-synth track. Even though it wasn't my
thing, I loaded up my Pro Tools and started a rewrite. When I played it for people, they were
like, 'What the hell is this?' Where else would you hear a crooning style delivery to a Euro synth
track? People really dig it."
Canada native Matt Dusk is an alumnus of the St. Michael's Choir School and studied under jazz
piano legend Oscar Peterson at York University. An expert interpreter of standards, he emerged
from a bidding war with a lucrative major label contract and a melancholy 2004 debut with Two
Shots. "I was going through a break up at the time," he offers as a terse explanation. Dusk
followed that with the power-packed punch of 2007's Back in Town, recorded in Hollywood by
engineering master Al Schmitt at Capitol Records 'Studio A' - home of Sinatra and Nat Cole with top-tier arrangements by veterans Patrick Williams and Sammy Nestico. The goal - old
tunes with a fresh approach. His take on "Get Me to the Church on Time" was used on the hit TV
competition "So You Think You Can Dance."
For Good News, Dusk co-produced himself with Ron LoPata (a co-writer from his first album)
and drafted Terry Sawchuk - who produced Back in Town - to helm the mixing sessions. Musing
again on his methodology, Dusk states, "In a market that has returned to being all about singles,
it's very rare that people listen to the art of an album. My approach making Good News
stemmed from the fact that most people you ask today about what kind of music they like, they
say they like all kinds as long as it's good. You don't hear 'I like country music' as much as you
hear 'whatever moves me.' I don't believe there is any true originality I music. It's always one
degree away from something you already know."
Dusk is eager to take the show - and his 9-man band of horns and rhythm - on the road, for it is
the stage that really gets his juices going. The records are a mere souvenir of him trying to
capture that lightning of energy exchange in an audio bottle. "When you're around people who
love music as much as you, that's the moment I love and the moment I dread ever losing. I'm not
trying to change the world. I'm just an entertainer who wants to bring a little jazz into the
mainstream. With Good News, I was looking for ways that I could bring my audience with me
outside of the pure jazz genre."
"I often find myself comparing the joy of making music to the joy of making love," super swinger
Matt Dusk concludes. "You don't know why you like it, you just do! That's what I live for - that
massive musical orgy between me and my audience."

And now, a brief chat with Matt, who is as charming and funny as he is talented...
Matt, you have a sound that transcends traditional niches and genres, it crosses genres,
and mixes them up a little for a sound that is uniquely Matt Dusk. But, if you were

pressed, what would you say is your favourite style of music? To listen to, and to
perform?
Well I love ALL kinds of music. It really depends on my mood… do I feel happy, sad,
aggressive or romantic??? Throw on some old school Sinatra from the 40's, gimme
some wine and some good company and I'm in Heaven! But Once we hit 11pm gimme
some hard hittin beats to dance to! Performing though is all about the swing… nothing
like it!
Do you listen to a different sound than the one you create? Are there songs you'd like to
sing, but won't for some reason?
Yeah, I love R&B both new and old school, but you'll never catch me singing it… I
sound horrible! :) (Ed Note: I wonder why I don't believe him? *lol*)
Is there any one era that calls to the artist's soul more
than others?
For some reason the 40's Swing era speaks to me. I
don't know why, but when I hear it I wish I had a 18
piece big band with me everywhere I went!
What is/are your most memorable career moment(s)
at this point in time?
I've had the amazing opportunity to meet and hang
with some of my idols, Paul Anka, Tony Bennett,
Harry Connick Jr, to name a few, but the best thing
about my career is traveling! Every country has a
specific memory.
Is there a goal that you aspire to but haven't yet
achieved? And what is your "dream gig" – the one you know you will just have to play
someday?
I only want to play with an 18 piece big band EVERY night. That's it! :)
You're a wonderfully fan friendly singer, and interact freely with your audience, on stage
and off – is there a particularly memorable or strange experience you've had that you'll
never forget? (Or would you rather not say? That's ok, too!! )
I love music, the best thing about it is there are a lot of people who love it too. its an

amazing way to start a conversation and more! Over the years I've met those who
treat me like a son, they bring me gifts, bake me food! All unnecessary but very much
appreciated! When on the road its nice to have a "family" with ya!
Is there any news you want to share with our readers?
PBS airs December 2010 - June 2011 across America!
Thanks SO much, Matt.
Love you, always.
Denyse
no problem Denyse! XOXOXOXOXOO
*By the way, if anyone is wondering why the image with the pink boa and glasses, Matt
Dusk did the Run for the Cure this year, twice, and raised a whole lot of money for
Breast Cancer Research – one of the many charity-related efforts he's sponsored,
supported, and participated in recently – this is a man who doesn't just tell other people
to get involved, he leads by example...

Holiday Recipes
KELLY WALLACE: Okay, here's a recipe for eggnog. Of course, my silly sense of
humor got involved, but maybe your readers would love some comic relief. This is a
Sensual Treats all-exclusive, never seen before recipe.
Christmas is right around the corner. We've got Jack Frost nipping at our noses, gifts to
buy and wrap, food and goodies to prepare, the tree to trim, not to mention our
everyday lives that consist of cooking, cleaning, mothering, and perhaps having a
nervous breakdown or two. "Ding Dong Merrily I'm High Eggnog" to the rescue! Why
is it called this? Is it because it's simply a great holiday tradition? Is it because it's so
darned tasty? Is it because the kids can't have this particular version? Yes, to all of the
above, and the fact that the more you drink the more merrily high you'll be due to a
healthy amount of rum.

Ding Dong Merrily I'm High Eggnog
Ingredients:
2 eggs, beaten well (or one 4 serving package of instant vanilla pudding if you're worried
about getting salmonella from the raw eggs.)
1/4 cup sugar (omit if using the pudding)
1 tsp vanilla
1/8 tsp nutmeg, ground
2 cups milk
1/3 cup of your favorite rum (mine is Captain Morgan Spiced Rum)
Preparation:
Blend all the ingredients together and serve chilled. Makes one really, really, really big
serving, or about four normal sized servings. I'm greedy, I don't share. ;-)

PENNY ADAMS: Whipped Shortbread
1 c. soft butter ( room temperature)
1/2 c. icing sugar
1 1/2 c. flour
Beat until really fluffy then drop by teaspoon full onto cookie sheet.
Bake at moderate temp. 325 degrees until lightly browned.
These literally melt in your mouth.

Denysé: CINNAMON BUNS
1 cup milk
3 tbsp. butter
¼ cup sugar
3 cups flour
1 tsp. salt
1 egg
1 pkg. Instant Yeast, dry
Heat milk and butter warm to finger touch.
In a large bowl blend the following with a mixer: liquid, 1 cup flour, sugar, yeast, salt,
and egg.
Add remaining flour and mix by hand.
Roll out on floured surface in a rectangular shape.
Spread melted butter over dough, then Cinnamon mixture, (see below), and roll as you
would a jelly roll.
Cut into 15 buns.
Place in 9"x13" greased and floured pan, with swirls facing.
Let rise 1 hour.
Back at 350°F for 15-20 minutes.
Ice with frosting.
ICING:
1 cup icing sugar
2 tsp. milk
3 tsp. margarine
½ tsp. vanilla
CINNAMON SUGAR MIXTURE:
½ cup brown sugar
2 tsp. cinnamon
¼ cup melted butter or margarine
(to be spread over dough before cinnamon and sugar mixture)

Coming Spring 2011....

Carl De Gasperis
Sex It Up! Please
Blurb: A newly ordained priest and a novice nun. A murder has been committed inside
the church. The body has gone missing, a ghost and a spiritualist set the ball rolling. A
comedy mystery erotic romance.
Excerpt:
Not a sound could be heard, only her breathing slowly in and out, in an out. Smiling
remembering the touch of his hand on hers. She looked up at the hot streaming sun light
bathing the stained glass window. She shook her head and sadly smiled down and then
up as she suddenly she saw him slowly approaching her.
"Ah Sister Ginette! my dear I have been looking all over for you he told her.
"Father Nicholas" she responded.
Her warm hand held on to his arm, both smiling into each others eyes. Little did they
see what was to happen next. Two gun shots ran out...
***
Got your attention? Yes? Good, now you can meet the talented author who is redefining
genres, crossing them, and even inventing a few new twists. Sex It Up! Please is the
debut release from Carl DeGasperis. Carl has graciously consented to chat with us, so
let's get to know this exciting new author!
Hello, Carl – thank you for taking the time to do this interview with Sensual Treats
Magazine. So, how long have you been writing, and is this, in fact, your first book?
This is my first book, I have never written anything before. I had no intention of
becoming a writer until I met Brianna Martini in Milan and our story started. She has
been my mentor and a wonderful teacher. Sex It Up! Please is one of our first projects,
we are working on two more.
This book can be classified in many ways, how do you see it, and how would you
describe it to someone who was considering purchasing it?
I consider this a mystery romance as Brianna says with a touch of everything.

What made you decide to write this – was there a particular "inspiration" for it?
Brianna she is the one that has inspired me to start writing.

Do you have any new titles in the works, and when will Sex It Up! Please be available?
I have two more projects in the works with Brianna, and then we’ll see.
Please will be available in January 2011.

Sex It Up!

What is your favourite genre, to read and to write?
I can only vouch for mystery. I haven’t tried the other genres. I’m not sure that I’m
ready to proceed and move forth with a new genre at this time.
What, to you, is the most exciting part of the writing process?
The beginning. I found it difficult, then words began to flow freely. Brianna guided me
through all the steps from beginning to end. She should teach a writing course.

If you could co-author a book with anyone, who would you choose and why?
I would choose Brianna Martini again she is a fabulous author, very unique in her
voice and refreshing.
Where can readers find you on the web?
I only have a Facebook page, Amanda XoXo Publishing Art Director is setting up my
personal website.
Thank you again for joining us, Carl.
Grazie a voi.

Christmas Whispers
by Denysé Bridger

There was a stillness to the night that no longer frightened her. In the darkness, she'd
found a light that had never been visible in the sunlit days. Smiling, she looked upward,
absently counting the stars that sparkled in the velvety black sky. It was well after
midnight now, and the crisp air was fresh and cool with frost. She held her position at
the window for a few moments longer, then shivered when she felt a subtle ripple in the
air, a barely discernible disturbance that meant he was near. She turned away from the
wide pane of glass and reached out to pick up the heavy swath of dark wool that was her
cape. A quick look around the spacious cabin assured her no one was awake, then she
headed for the door, and slipped into the night.
The crunch of snow under her feet made her heart lift, and excitement began to pulse
within her as a growing timpani of anticipation. She could taste the frost that coated the
night air, and the icy breath of it on her skin was a caress that she loved almost as much
as his touch. The scent of snow was thick, and the promise of a storm murmured to her,
carried on the fluttering breeze. She pulled her cape closer and changed her direction,
instinct guiding her footsteps.
She could feel his heart beating within her, knew he was as eager as she was to steal this
precious time together.
She arrived near the frozen lake, and sat on the wide ridge that overlooked the sprawling
valley. The stone was frigid, sparks of diamond-ice cast pinpoints of white fire into the
darkness, bringing the rock to life with iridescent light. She shivered as the cold rose
from the surface and wrapped around her, crawling over her limbs, then reaching
inward. Yet she waited, allowing the warmth of her passion to burn deep inside her, it's
furious heat stronger than any chill would ever be.
<Where are you?>
In the distance the song of a lone wolf pierced the silence, the slow, sonorous howl a
dirge of sorrow. It struck her heart as a dagger, burrowing into her psyche, making her
bleed with shared agony. She closed her eyes, let the tears trickle down her cheeks. She
had listened to his loneliness for a long time, had shared it so intimately it was part of
her.
<He cries out for your warmth, bella.>
She slid off the rock and looked toward the endless line of the forest. Moments later a
shadow separated from the deeper shades of the towering trees. Her breath caught in

her throat and the roar of her heartbeat was deafening. She dragged in a ragged breath,
and bowed her head as he came to a halt mere inches in front of her.
<I can feel your heart, the fury of your blood racing.>
She lifted her gaze and was snared by the lure of his eyes. Light shone deep within them,
a trapped ray of purest sunshine that radiated a fire so intense, it could give life or take
it away, as he chose. He was tall, flowing hair tinted with the silver haze of the rising
moon, and the sharp angles of his sculpted features were cast in pale relief and shadows,
making his expression fluid. Dark tendrils of silken hair lifted with the breeze, caressing
his face with a lover's touch. Power and passion resonated from within him.
<I brought you a gift, bella mia.>
<You are my gift.>
He smiled. <As you are mine.>
He drew her close, and for a time, they were all that existed of life. The ethereal light of
the moon's glow was being smothered by the blackness that preceded dawn when the
howl of the distant wolf sounded again. She listened intently, then turned to her love.
<They know I am gone.>
<Then it is time for you to go back, bella.>
The pain brought tears to her eyes and she swallowed hard to remain silent.
<When…> He touched her lips with his finger, and smiled.
<I will come to you again. When your heart needs me.>
<Then you will never leave me.>
He nodded.
<I am with you always.>
He took a small box from his jacket pocket and placed it in her hands.
<Merry Christmas, bella.>
<I have no gift for you.>
Again, he smiled.
<Your blood runs through my veins, bella mia, there is no greater gift–you have given

me life.>
She opened the small box and lifted a fine gold chain from the satin case, dangling from
the intricate links was a crystal shaped like a seashell, its heart stained with a drop of
blood. She looked up to thank him, and discovered she was alone again. Disappointment
surged through her, followed instantly by loss.
<Listen closely, bella, and I will never be far from you.>
She looked at the shell and on impulsive, put it next to her ear. She smiled when the
whisper of his voice murmured softly to her: <I will never be far from you.>
She put the gift back in the box and glanced at the sky. The inky darkness was fading,
giving way to the relentless power of the rising sun. Movement drew her gaze to the edge
of the lake, and she saw the wolf watching her. She turned to head back to her home,
and the great white wolf came to her side. Her other guardian.
"Did he send you?"
The only reply, as always, was a low growl…

Brianna Martini
Sex It Up! Please – it bears repeating...
Blurb: A newly ordained priest and a novice nun. A murder has been committed inside
the church. The body has gone missing, a ghost and a spiritualist set the ball rolling. A
comedy mystery romance.
Once again, we've got your attention, right? Good, now you can meet another of the
talented team of authors who is redefining genres, crossing them, and even inventing a
few new twists. Sex It Up! Please is a duet story with début author Carl DeGasperis,
whom you've read about earlier in this issue. Brianna will be chatting about that book,
and her other works, so let's get to know this exciting author!
Hello, Brianna – thank you for taking the time to do this interview with
Sensual Treats Magazine. So, how long have you been writing, and is this, in
fact, your first book?
Thank you Sensual Treats Magazine for interviewing me. I find your publication to be
totally intriguing and diverse.
I have been writing for a long time, my first ebook Vampire Nights was published 25
years ago and the company closed its doors after 9 months. I started writing for a local
Canadian newspaper then on to writing novels, Dark Night of the Soul won a writing
competition and the rest is history. I’ve had 5 consecutive best sellers which won many
awards. Satisfy You and Me Cookbook sold out in Italy and is being reprinted by XoXo
Publishing next summer.
This book can be classified in many ways, how do you see it, and how would
you describe it to someone who was considering purchasing it?
I like to combine many categories into one but with the focus on a main plot. Since I
enjoy writing romance fiction that is my major forte with a touch of love, sex, food and
mystery or spiritualism or comedy. Of course I always include my trademark original
recipe or a love spell.
What made you decide to write this – was there a particular "inspiration"
for it? And, tell us about your other books, too – what inspires you to put
pen to paper, so to speak, and tell the tales that your readers have come to
enjoy?

When the publisher of XoXo asked to come up with a series we ended up with three. The
first is the Martini Series, the second instalment will be released in February 2011. The
second is the duets and triplets. The duets have been introduced two months ago and
are doing very well, while the triplets is being released this December 2010.
This book written by Carl and I was set as a duet but it ended up as a stand alone. It’s
collaborative romance where one bestselling author introduces a debut author on the
scene. Inspiration can hit me anytime depending on what I am doing or mood I am in.
Basically if I see something that I like or wake up in the middle of the night with a dream
sequence aka movie like dreams then a plot forms which I write down in my journal or
record it on my micro recording pen.

Do you have any new titles in the works, and when will Sex It Up! Please be
available?
I have 6 old titles being released by XoXo Publishing, which includes my best selling
Italian cookbook Satisfy You and Me and 5 new ones all in 2o11 and 2012.

What is your favourite genre, to read and to write?
I love romantic fiction, give me a romance novel and I’ll read it. I like to read new
authors and to name a few favorites such as Debbie Macomber, all of Harlequin Blaze
authors, Virginia Henley, Marsha Canham, Emma Holly, Nicholas Sparks, Nino Ricci
and of course Denysé Bridger (thanks so much, Brianna!) and the list goes on. Writing
the same genre romance, but I like to spread out to other genres such as time travel,
vampires, pirates, angels, erotica, and thriller. Sex It Up! Please is my first comedy
mystery.
What, to you, is the most exciting part of the writing process?
The beginning when the story starts to take form, the middle which is the peak and the
ending which never ends up the way I want it too.

If you could co-author a book with anyone, who would you choose and why?

Denysé Bridger, why she is an inspiration to me. She has endured so much in life I can
sense her aura which is similar to mine. I’d like to co write a book with her one day.
Where can readers find you on the web?
Yes I am all over my own website http://www.briannamartini.com – which is being
upgraded. Facebook:
http://www.facebook.com/briannamartini, and Myspace:
http://www.myspace.com/briannamartini
Thank you again for joining us, Brianna.
***
I’d like to hold a contest if we may? Buy a copy of Martini on the Blues and get a
free surprise ebook. http://www.xoxopubilshing.com/shop-online
*Ed. Note: I have bought a copy of Martini on the Blues, and it's great!!

Here it is "Jimmy Thomas 2011 Calendar" for sale now! :)
http://www.jimmythomas.com/calendar/2011-Calendar.htm

Naughty Nights Press (NNP)

Founded: July 2011
Company Overview: Naughty Nights Press (NNP) is a registered division of Mistress
Journals © 2009
The projected official start of operations date for NNP is currently July 2011, however, we are
still under construction of the initial structure and this date can be changed without notification.
NNP will operate as an "E-book only" division for the publishing and sale of primarily Erotic and
Erotic Paranormal Romance Books and Anthologies.
Mistress Journals, as the primary business name, will initiate all contractual operations.
Mission: We are the next generation of Digital Publishers intending to corner a piece of the
erotic writing/reading market by specializing in the creation of digital erotic and erotic
paranormal romance by the next "hot" generation of authors!
We are changing with the times! Accepting, embracing and sharing the NEW AGE of erotica!
Products: Downloadable Erotic and Erotic Paranormal Romance E-books and E-stories in
multiple digital formats.
We will host several different genres however specialize in the above.
Website:
http://mistressjournals.com/MJS/mjsindex.php
Facebook:
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Naughty-Nights-Press-NNP/180016825346436

Kelly Wallace
Kelly Wallace is a lady who wears many hats, counselor, author services advisor,
reviewer, and the important job of mom... Apart from being Thelma to my Louise,
Kelly is a talented author and special lady. Get to know her a little, then enjoy a sneak
peek at her next book. She's giving us an exclusive first look at a work-in-progress!

How long have you been writing?
Are we talking about writing on paper and computer, or walls? I think I was born
with ink in my veins. I've always had a wild imagination (it drove my mom insane)
and I've loved writing ever since I learned how to hold a crayon. Yes, I still remember
those days of scrubbing stick figures off the walls! Did it stop me? No way! But at
least I learned to put my scribblings down in areas that wouldn't tick most people off.

(Thank goodness my mom never looked inside my closet. There were walls in there
too!)
How long have you been a published author?
My first published story was back in 1999, so 11 years ago. I wrote a "true confession"
story for True Confessions magazine. I also landed an 18 card line with PS Greetings
that same year. With that adrenaline running through me I tossed out the idea of
doing greeting cards and magazine stories and got serious about the romances I had
buried in my desk. My first published romance was Invisible Evidence where a psychic
and a private detective join forces to solve a kidnapping case. The original publisher is
now gone, but Liquid Silver Books took it and I'm happy that it still has a home.
What titles do you have available?
Right now all of my books are through Liquid Silver Books. I've got: Invisible
Evidence, Love Immortal, Braving The Storm, Looking For Mr. Right, Lovin' The
Cowboy Way, A Bitter Pill, and Intergalactic Affair is coming out on December 6th.
LSB has also accepted another story of mine, "Phantom Lover." I have a short, very
erotic story through Ravenous Romance called "Hard As Steele." Yeah, it leaves
NOTHING to the imagination!
Do you have any new titles coming soon?
Yep, Intergalactic Affair, which you've so kindly featured in your newsletter. Who
doesn't love a story about a hunky spaceman who crash lands on earth and learns to
become an Earthling in every way imaginable?
With Phantom Lover, well the title says it all. We've got a ghost trying to fulfill some
unknown task before he can make it through the Pearly Gates and a woman who's
recovering from an ugly divorce. Trust me, life and death holds no boundaries for this
couple! If you've ever wondered how a phantom would have sex with a living,
breathing human then you've got to read this when it comes out!
What is your favourite genre and why?
Hmmm...it all depends on how I'm feeling once I get into the story. I tend to write by
the seat of my pants and what starts out as a suspense novel may turn out more
comedic in the end. Being a smart-ass is something I'm good at and it tends to spill
over into my books. I love to watch my characters verbally spar.
What, to you, is the most exciting part of the writing process?
I guess the first round of edits. That's when I get to go back and see what I've actually
written! The first time through I'm sort of in a daze, like automatic writing, a viewer
rather than a participator. When I do the first edits I can really dig in, take my time,
and polish things up. I'll admit, I'm an obsessive polisher.

If you could co-author a book with anyone, who would you choose and why?
Pshhh...ain't no co-author here, babe. I fly solo. ;-)
Where can readers find you on the web?
Email me at: AuthorKellyWallace@gmail.com
Free Online Dating Advice - Dating Tips & Relationship advice
Read A Review - Honest Reviews On Everything
Kelly Wallace - Best-Selling Romance Author
Psychic Readings - Dr. Kelly - Spiritual Teacher and Psychic Counselor

****
Exclusive excerpt from When Darkness Creeps by Kelly Wallace
CHAPTER TWO

“Hi Elna.” It was barely five a.m. when she called the sitter. Karen stretched, running a hand
through her tangled hair. “Josh has a fever so I’m staying home today.”
“You sure?” Her voice was as sleepy as her own. “I can take care of him.”
“I know, I just thought he’d like having me fuss over him today. I have tomorrow off anyway.”
Daylight was far from the horizon and only a small lamp glowed weakly in the living room. She
fully intended to go back to bed. It would be a pain to use one of her sick days already. She’d
only been in Peabody for three months. But things had been hectic for her and Josh both. Some
time together would do them good.
“If you’re okay with it, then so am I.”
“I’ll still pay you for today.” Karen supplied the information she knew the girl would never work
up the courage to ask about. “I know you’re saving up for a car and far be it from me to clip the
wings of a girl trying to spread them and make a life for herself.”
They both laughed, said their good-byes and hung up.
Talking of clipping wings had her thoughts wandering over to the dead bird Josh had found in
the driveway yesterday. She didn’t like the fact of some animal—a fox or whatever—being so
close to her house in broad daylight. The thought of Josh playing outside and a hungry animal

on the prowl made her shiver despite the fact that the heater was on. She’d be sure to keep a
close eye on him and warn Elna to do the same.
She went back to bed and instantly drifted into a deep slumber. Like a mesmerizing fog, a dream
filled her mind. She was in the woods outside her house. A man stood before her. It was so dark
she couldn’t make out his features, but his eyes stood out, incandescent green in the murky
night around them. He lifted a hand to her face but didn’t speak. She laid her hands on his chest.
It was smooth, the muscles there defined, thrilling her fingertips. He bent his head, whispering
something in a language she didn’t know, then touched his lips to hers. She sighed, opening her
mouth for him. Night lay all around, a cloak to hide their nakedness. A gentle wind caressed
their bodies. She felt his hand at the nape of her neck while his other traveled to her waist,
pulling her closer. Her own hands slid up his taut biceps then loosely hung on to his shoulders
as his tongue ventured inside her mouth.
Karen went limp, but his arms were strong enough to hold them both upright as he made love to
her mouth. One hand dropped down to her butt, pushing her stomach against his firm erection.
She tipped her head back and moaned. In an instant his lips and teeth were on her neck, hungry
and seeking satisfaction. Without words she begged him to take her. To bite hard on the soft
flesh of her neck and….
Josh screamed. Sitting up stiff, Karen shook her head to get her mind focused, wanting so badly
to slip back into her sensual dream, back into her nocturnal lover‘s arms.
The scream came again. Swinging her legs over the edge of the bed, she got up and ran to her
son’s room, turning on the light. When she entered, he was sitting up in bed with the covers up
to his nose and his eyes on the open closet.
“What’s wrong?” She sprinted to the bed and felt his head to see if the fever had gotten higher
and he was hallucinating.
“There’s something in the closet!”

